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As we now regularly hear about new teams' problems on their ability to run a budget without pay drivers, are 
we facing real problems? I don't think so. We must look back further in the past and see what was happening  
before, especially in former teams.

First, pay drivers have always existed. Motorsport has always been elitist on two sides. Since the beginnings,  
drivers had to be quick, real quick, and had to bring money – a lot of money. This money would come from 
their personal wealth as well as from generous donators which were as much men as firms. Besides, in F1,  
hypocrisy took quite a long time to cease before sponsors could appear on cars. Very rapidly, tobacco firms  
imposed themselves as the most  present donators – for they were the most generous donators. They also 
represented a lifestyle in themselves, as well as a certain insouciance and a post-modern hedonism for a life  
consumed on high speed. This way and for more than 30 years, those firms sponsored driving schools – who 
doesn't remember Winfield schools, Gitanes formulas and teams' (besides, Ferrari is the last vestige that we 
can see via their official name « Scuderia Ferrari Marlboro ») – by trying to put the maximum of supported 
actors at the highest level to make sure they would be seen at best, just as Red Bull did before they bought  
Jaguar to establish their own team.

Thanks to massive sums, they maintained teams running by putting somewhere a protégé that they financed  
themselves or by buying the most parts of cars and drivers' exhibitions. Besides this phenomenon increased 
around 1985 when the F1's media policy bore fruit with the impulse of Bernie Ecclestone.

But alas, this was – almost – already too late. Under the influence of pseudo-public health policies, especially 
France which was the first to pass the Evin law, people started to chase any trace of tobacco advertisements, 
until the day when irreparable harm has been done. People knew no one could avoid it but it took so many  
years before it actually happened. The FIA in association with promoters had decided to ban every single 
visual reference to tobacco on every car,  suit and helmet – as if the tobacco sponsoring really influenced 
consumerism.

This decision resulted in pulling the rug from under the teams' feet which saw themselves deprived of the 
most generous donator for their budgets. These budgets were so important that we're talking about several  
millions of dollars which were hard to fill in two winter breaks. For instance, ING with its estimated annual  
$30,000,000  never  succeeded  in  replacing  the  famous  Mild  Seven  of  the  Japan  Tobacco  Group  and  its 
estimated annual $100,000,000 – especially when a financial crisis comes out.  And ever since people re-
established a certain lack of budget security in the form of sponsoring and pay drivers chases that we (shortly)  
believed to be over.

Tobacco's manufacturers used to invest on every motorsport level. And all disciplines aren't as much exposed 
as F1 is. We thus could see structures that were weakened in a short time, especially at the bottom of the 
ladder. Tobacco used to finance many International F3000 structures run in the background by F1 teams or 
motorists  (West  for  McLaren,  Gauloises  Renault  and  Prost  GP for  Supernova,  etc.)  Of  course  someday 
tobacco will be nothing more than a distant memory, but as for now, no sector represents as many groups  
capable of sponsoring a dozen of structures. This weakens the required conditions to enter motorsport, which 
could come to affect F1 where people have to bring under control their budgets instead of spending a huge 
amount of money without caring for the slightest innovation. This way people give up on technology at the  
expense of pragmatism, thus lowering the level. In the end, there weren't much reasons to establish such a ban: 
governments wishing to ease their conscience on products thanks to which they get enormous taxes since they 
– implicitly or not – encouraged smoking in times of wars.

So  history,  being  political  as  well  as  sportive,  is  only  made  with  the  motto:  «  One  leap  forward,  two  
backwards. »

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evin_law

